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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

The development of computer-assisted composition (CAC)
systems is a research activity that dates back to at least the
works by IRCAM on OpenMusic [1]. CAC is a field that
is concerned with developing systems that are capable of
automating partially or completely the process of music
composition. There exists several compositional tasks a
system can address (e.g. rhythm generation, harmoniza-
tion, melody generation, etc). These tasks can be realized
with machine learning (ML) algorithms given a condition-
ing or not on prior musical sequences. Many ML-based
CAC systems have emerged from both academia and in-
dustry over the years [2] [3]. For the majority of them,
the user continuously generate music by tweaking a set of
parameters that influences the model’s generation.

Building on top of Apollo, an interactive web environ-
ment that makes corpus-based music algorithms available
for training and generation via a convenient graphical inter-
face [4], Calliope is specialized for advanced MIDI manip-
ulation in the browser and generative controllability of the
Multi-Track Music Machine (MMM) model [5] for batch
generation of partial or complete multi-track compositions.
The aim is to enable the ability for composers to effec-
tively co-create with a generative system. Calliope is built
in Node.js, the Web stack (HTML, CSS, Javascript) and
MongoDB. It is made interoperable with the MMM pre-
trained model via the Python runtime.

MMM offers both global-level deep learning parameters
(e.g. temperature) and track-level music-based constraint
parameters: note density, polyphony range and note dura-
tion range. Bar selection can be used to refine the request
for generation. It is also possible to delete or add MIDI
tracks to an existing MIDI file in order to generate on a
subset of the tracks or to generate a new track for a given
composition. The composer makes use of all these var-
ied controls to steer the generative behavior of the model
and guide the composition process. Batch generation of
musical outputs is implemented via the MMM’s Python
interface which offers batch support natively. This ability
means that the composer can rapidly explore alternatives,
including generating from a previously generated output,
for a given set of control parameters. We have tested batch
requests of 5, up to 1000 generated music excerpts at a
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Figure 1. Calliope’s Interface

time, which take from 3 seconds to 10 minutes on an aver-
age computer depending on the note density of the music
input. This process drives an interactive loop of continuous
music generation and playback listening for the composer
to navigate the creative process.
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